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Legal Jargon 

No part of  this publication may be reproduced or distributed in any form or by any means, or 

stored in any data base or retrieval system without the prior written permission of  INSYTE 

Employer Solutions Inc. 

If  you need permission, you will have to ask. Ask, because you never know, we may say yes. 

The information in this document is accurate to the best of  our knowledge at the time of  

writing. As a reader, you need to accept full responsibility for your actions and should consult 

with a professional about your own circumstances before following anything in this guide. Like 

most things in life, results are not guaranteed.  

Furthermore, the author and the publisher have used their best efforts to proof  and confirm the 

content of  the information in this publication. The author and publisher make no guarantees 

of  any kind, expressed or implied with regard to that content or its accuracy. 

For more information, please contact: 

INSYTE Employer Solutions Inc. 

Phone : 1-800-280-1095 

Web : www.insyte.net 

Email : questions@insyte.net 

   

Published in Canada

http://www.insyte.net
mailto:questions@insyte.net?subject=Question%20from%20Job%20Ad%20Report
http://www.insyte.net
mailto:questions@insyte.net?subject=Question%20from%20Job%20Ad%20Report
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Advantages of Assessments 

Assessments are now very common in the hiring process because employers now 
want to know if the candidate can do what they say they can do before being 
hired.

The most significant advantage of using assessments is the candidate tells you 
how they perform at their best. This makes your job of selecting the right 
candidate considerably easier.

The Advantages to the Candidate 

Did you know that According to a GallopWorld Wide Study,  87% of people 
don’t even like their job? 

For the candidate, being matched to the job they were born to do is very 
rewarding. This creates confidence, loyalty and engagement.

Creating a Positive Assessment Experience 
For Your Candidate 

From the candidate’s point of view, the fact you use assessments in your hiring 
process shows you care about who is working for you and it sets you apart from 
other employers.

Here are a few keys to creating a positive assessment experience for your 
candidates.

Never use the word “TEST.” The term “test” implies pass or fail. Instead use the 
word “Assessment.”  An Assessment is used to get to know your candidate better.

Never tell the candidate they failed the assessment! A person can not fail an 
Assessment, it measures who that person is and, you can never fail who you are.
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Important: Let the Candidate Know 
Before placing an Assessment order, please let your candidate know they will 
be receiving an Assessment Invitation Email to take the assessment online.

Once we have received your order, we set-up the assessment invitation and call 
your candidates on your behalf to ensure they received the assessment invitation 
email and answer any questions they may have. 

What to Say the Candidate 
During the Pre-Screen Phone Call 

If at the end of the Pre-Screen phone call you decide to move the candidate 
forward to an assessment, we suggest saying something along the lines of:

… I want to thank you for your time today, and we want to move you 
forward to the next step in our hiring process by inviting you to take 
an online assessment.

If it’s ok with you, we will have InSyte email you an Assessment 
Invitation.

Also, InSyte will be calling you to ensure you have received your 
Assessment Invitation and answer any questions you may have.
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No Pre-Screen Phone Call 

If you choose to go directly to assessment, we suggest you say or email 
something along these lines:

… Thank you for submitting your résumé to us. We want to move 
you forward to the next step in our hiring process and would like to 
invite you to do an online assessment.

If it’s ok with you, we will have InSyte email you an Assessment 
Invitation.

Also, InSyte will be calling you to ensure you have received your 
Assessment Invitation and answer any questions you may have.

If They Ask “Why You Use Assessments?” 

Occasionally a candidate will be curious and ask “why do you us 
assessments?”  In this case, a simple answer is the best:

“This is just an easy way for us to get to know you better.”
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Strictly Confidential (Vitally Important) 

Remember, due to the Federal Government Privacy of Information Act passed in 
2000, you must treat your candidate’s information with the highest amount of 
confidentiality.

Restrict all information regarding applicants and candidates to ONLY those who 
are directly involved in the hiring process. Many applicants are currently working 
and are taking a risk applying for the position.

Identity theft is a huge issue and information supplied in a résumé, application 
notes, or email can be stolen. It is vital that you treat all information from your 
applicants and candidates securely and stored under lock and key.

When you do dispose of the applicant’s information, be sure to shred all physical 
documents and digitally shred all digital files.

Never forget, your applicants and candidates are people too with lives, dreams 
and aspirations. Treat them and their information with respect.
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Placing an Order 
Placing an order is easy. There are just a few items we need.

Please provide the following:

1. Candidates: Full Name:
2. Candidates: E-mail address
3. Candidates: Phone number/s (home and/or cell)
4. Position being considered for. 

5. Which Assessment are you requesting: (choose from the list below)

A. Pre-Screen Assessment (Step One Survey ll™) 
B. Job Match Assessment (PXTSelect™)
C. Sales Match Assessment (PXTSelect Sales™)

Email your orders to:

orders@insyte.net

mailto:orders@insyte.net?subject=Incoming%20Order
mailto:orders@insyte.net?subject=Incoming%20Order
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Hiring Process for the Best Results 

Today about 80% of employers use the two interview system for their hiring 
process.  The following is a description of how the Assessments are incorporated 
into this process that is:

• Most Cost-Effective
• Greatest Time Savings 
• Gives Maximum Results  

Step 1: Sort Résumés 

Gather résumés into yes, no and maybe piles. Sometimes your yes pile just doesn’t 
work out. However, often you will find great applicants in your maybe collection. 
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Step 2: Pre-Screen Phone Call 

This step is intended to get a sense of the applicant and should only take about 10 to 
15 minutes. Often you will eliminate a few applicants right here.

Step 3: Pre-Screen Assessment 

We always recommend the Pre-Screen Assessment at this stage BEFORE the first 
interview. There are several reasons for this:
 

1. It is essential to do the Pre-Screen Assessment at this point before you become 
emotionally connected to the candidate. If you interview the applicant before the 
Assessment and find yourself liking them, you will tend to ignore the results if they 
aren’t what you expected. 

My personal experience, as well as that of others, is that you will regret ignoring the 
results of the Assessment because you really like the candidate.
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2. The Assessment provides you with Interview Questions that work like magic 
during the first interview. The applicant is not prepared for these questions which are 
created based on how they answered questions from the Assessment.

When you ask these questions from the Assessment as part of your interview process, 
the Candidate opens up in from of you, and you get a much better perspective of who 
they really are. 

3. If the Candidate does not score to level of your company standards, there is no 
need to waste time and money.

Step 4: First Interview 

If the candidate does well on the Pre-Screen Assessment, then they more forward to 
the first interview. This is where you get a much better sense of the candidate. From 
here you can decide if they should move forward to the Job-Match Assessment to 
determine if they are an excellent fit to the job they are applying for.
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Step 5: Job-Match Assessment 

For those candidates you have chosen to move forward, the Job-Match Assessment is  
next. It will identify how well the candidate fits the job.

Again, the most significant advantage is how the candidate shows you they perform 
at their best.

Step 6: Second Interview 

In the second interview, you will be using the results and interview questions from 
the Assessment to clearly identify the best fit for the job and your organization.
.
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Step 7: Job Offer Process 

If you do reference checks, this is the time to do them. The final step is to move the 
successful candidate into the job offer process.

Once the offer has been accepted, you can notify all who had been contacted from 
the Pre-Screen phone call to the last interview and let them know the position has 
been filled.

Hiring Process Conclusion 

This is the process most people use to successfully hire the right candidates. 
However, it is your choice. You can do what ever suits you. 
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Closing Comment 
When a candidate is selected to take an assessment, they are both excited and a 
little nervous. When we all work together to create a positive experience for them, 
it reflects well on you and your business.
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We hope you found this information helpful and useful. On 
behalf of our InSyte team and myself, happy hiring.We hope you found this report on How to Prepare Your 

Candidates For an Assessment helpful and informative.  

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact 
us. We are always happy to help. 

On behalf of the InSyte Team and myself, take care and 
happy hiring. 

Sincerely, 

Shane Dehod 

support@insyte.net
www.insyte.net

1-800-280-1095

Have a Question?

mailto:support@insyte.net
http://www.insyte.net
mailto:support@insyte.net
http://www.insyte.net
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